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About This Content

Customize your truck with your country flag! A choice of four unique paint jobs will come handy if you feel you need to show
your affiliation...

Matterhorn Formation

Timeless Precision

Swiss Flag Metallic

Swiss Flag Decal

All of these themes are applicable to any in-game truck except for 8x4 chassis configurations.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Hard Drive: 3 GB available space

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Norwegia
n,Swedish,Hungarian,Czech,Romanian,Turkish,Bulgarian,Greek
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very fun game worth every penny. Great game with awesome characters and storyline, 11/10. Controls are a bit janky, and
absolutely no instructions on how to play the game (keymapping etc), so need to look on their website to find anything (though
they are pretty simple). Supposed to work with controller, but not sure that shooting works correctly while using it (no option to
control elevation, where distance between cursor and player controls it with mouse controls). Lots of jittering, not sure if it's a
game or a server issue (when ping is around 23, and connection at my end working perfectly). I like the idea of the game, and
think with a bit of work it could be fun, but it doesn't quite bring back memories of the enjoyment of Sensible Soccer (the
original) or Net Yaroze - Total Soccer (the two most fun top down 2d football games I've played on console).. It's fun but only
episode 1 is actually free.. This application makes animating fun again and is seriously underrated. The very fact you can skip
the control creation process and instead directly animating on the models is a god send. I stopped using maya or blender for
animation creation and i use this exclusively for my 3d animation needs for my game projects. Its ideal for organic animations
like character and creature animation creation. The only con currently is the limitation of modifying the curves of the rotations.
The flexibility of modifying the graph curves for locomotion is not present in rotation. Other than that it is fantastic.. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/_Fh1HYraHHY

this game has got some issues. first and most importantly, the overlay images are not displayed properly. you will see double
vision of your aiming reticle and the health bars. i suspect that what you see in your right eye, you are supposed to see in your
left eye and vice versa. that makes it so you actually have to aim between the 2 reticles that you see. that's uncomfortable on the
eyes.

secondly, this game is extremely repetative. you will fight wave after wave of exactly the same ship... on the first stage alone.
this is not helped by the fact that there is so little to look at and the fact that your ship is the same ship as the enemy ships for
some reason. even when you get to a different stage and you are given a different ship, guess what? the enemy ships on that
stage are also your new ship.

speaking of repetative... if you watch the video for this game and turn on the sound... get used to that song. it plays non stop over
and over and over again and it's only like a minute maybe a minute and a half. there are also no sound effects, despite the option
to turn on\/off sound in the menu.

this game does not claim to be in early access, but it sure feels like it. there are a bunch of simple things that could have been
done to make this better. 1- on stages where you have to fight off waves of enemies, tell the player how many more enemies
need to be killed. 2- on stages where you need to blow up a specific object, have an arrow indicate where that object is when
you're not looking at it. 3- sound effects. 4- have some kind of transition between stages. something a little more interesting than
'mission complete wait 7 seconds' and 'destroy red ships' or whatever. give us stats from the previous stage, tell us why we need
to blow up the freightor\/enemy ships. 5- add some variation to the enemies you face in a stage. 6- don't have the enemies
absorb so much damage. with the way the ships move, and the amount of time it takes to slowly destroy them this feels like
space tanks. it should be like 4 laser shots or 2 torpedo shots to destroy a normal enemy ship. 6- increase the fire rate of the
lasers (also make the lasers more visable) 7- give some sort visual representation of the cool down on the torpedos (eg- have the
aiming reticle turn red and refill toward green as torpedos recharge). this game is so much fun! perfect for a fun day with
friends.

I just saw the game on steam, and immediately the colors and style got me. Then I bought the game with two friends of me.
we played it the whole day xD
we had so much fun! First you have to get into the controlls, but after you figured out how to shoot fast and how to jump back
on the platform its so competetive!

for sure, there are still a few bugs and things that needs to be approved. but the developers look like they take it seriously. they
show directly in the game menu already which bugs are known and which updates are coming soon.
I joined the discord now. There, the developers even wrote directly to the community. that's crazy!

I'm really convinced of the game. is definitely worth a look. try it with friends, its awesome!
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this made me suicidal. after telling them there multiplayer doesnt work this still have not fixed it do not buy
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665its a waste of money and time thanksyou and go \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
yourself devs!. Edit: Looks like the game is working now. Still bummed that it bugged out and I missed my chance for a refund.
The new update has made the game unplayably buggy. There is an overlay of random text across the screen, and I can't get a
refund because I have had the game for more than 2 weeks. Extremely disappointing.. stay away. this game has as much appeal
as a hit on the head!. I am on the cusp of saying no to this game honestly, it's described as a VN with dungeon crawling elements
but honestly you will spend 90% of your time going through 8 floors of the same walls in a dungeon that honestly looks bland as
all heck, no patterns to it at all, no unique textures just plain white brick, some wooden doors and later on red, blue and green
ice walls that serve as a puzzle and it's not bad actually as far as puzzles go, they got creative with it and it's one of it's good
points the game has overall dood.

combat is balanced for the most part with the exception of some bosses wanting you to go nuts at the end or have you die
because "Panic power up, 1 hit kill, 1 hit kill, 1 hit kill" *game over* and that's not even the worst of it, wait for team kill
attacks, still the rest of the boss fights are nicely done, they have some unique gimmick or side enemy to make it harder but not
if you make sure to play using all the mechanics such as focus for more MP, healing and various spells you can use, you even
have a tank which has abilities that draws attacks...you know like tanks are supposed to but usually never do in games so that's
nice too dood.

The music is catchy enough for you not to wanna kill yourself after 8 floors thank goodness but until you're on floor 8 you never
want to go places, craft or cook because they all take time, time which you're not sure you have because the game has no
reference to how much you are going to earn in the next part of the dungeon and the game is all about paying off a debt dood.

There's also not much story...in a VN style game and there just...isn't, it's basic, get your muns, pay your debt and each time you
do whichever of the four girls you choose will have a personal goal of theirs they do at each beginning of a pay day, rinse and
repeat until the end, boss fight randomly and then the end, barely anything even on the sidequests and only one rather funny
reference to a more fun game dood. (Reccettear)

The art is fantastic, I mean that, the girls already look pretty good but when you get a bit of CG (no gallery btw) it looks great,
you gain skills from levelling up equipped weapons which is always fun and the enemy art is nice, some cute but not too
impressive, sadly most moves look rather bland sadly dood.

All in all if it's cheap pick it up, it's not horrible and fun enough to just casually play but I would wait on a heavy discount or a
big update if there's gonna be more to it dood.. Repetitive, boring, expensive. For £15 I was expecting a lot more, but honestly
its just standing around and easily shooting monsters. Not worth its price.. It is a Game which you can play sometimes, but not
always. At least it's a very funny Game. "Think to Die" <--- and it's not that easy to die so quickly. XD I really like that game..
This game is ancient, at this point it shouldn't even be sold.
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